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There are thousands of securities being traded each day and available to an investor. 
Quantitative methods are used for automatic decision support using several strategies 
for guiding investment onto such securities, but the hierarchical nature of these com-
putations should be taken into account. This paper presents a novel trading system 
and corresponding algorithms as disclosed by the European Patent Application [1] of 
the first author. The trading system runs algorithms that are defined in a domain-
specific language wrapped in XML that consists of a hierarchically arranged sequence 
of atomic functions that in essence includes a rule-based approach. Each atomic func-
tion in turn, defined as a specific XML tag with its own set of parameters and signa-
ture, can hold a persistent state and can vary greatly in functionality. The structure of 
the algorithms and how these are executed by the trading system enables a single 
algorithm specification to be run against a plurality of securities without modification. 
Each security that is fed into the trading system and is run against one such algorithm 
gets its own execution context that we call a SIM. A SIM keeps its own persistent 
state across subsequent calls but initiates execution of the concerned algorithm always 
at the first atomic function every time it’s called during the trading session (typically 
a day). The trading system provides the proper context and financial data for each 
SIM. Context and data that is specific to the security the SIM targets, like current 
price and volume as well as historical price data and many more. Atomic functions 
can access such data and do whatever they were designed to do when they’re called 
by the SIM. An atomic function then either passes or fails. If it fails, the entire algo-
rithm fails at this time unless alternative branches in the algorithm exist and the SIM 
stops at this time, if it passes, the next atomic function in sequence is called next. 
When the SIM succeeds in reaching the last function and it passes too then a critical 
alert is generated. The next time the SIM is called this processes repeats itself until 
the trading session is complete. 

Brief Overview of the Trading System and Algorithms. The current prototype is 
able to execute several algorithms simultaneously. A separate configuration file as-
signs to each algorithm its target set of securities. A security is identified in the finan-
cial market by its ticker symbol and record samples comprising time stamped price 
and volume data points of it are obtained at a given datetime from the market either in 



real time or from historical data depending on whether the algorithm is to be run 
“live” or in backtest. In the current version of the system security records are obtained 
and time stamped every 2min, both in real time and in storage. The system sets up an 
execution context that’s called a SIM per security/algorithm pair at the beginning of 
each trading day. Then consecutive records are fed to each SIM every 2min until all 
records from that day have been exhausted. SIM executes the algorithm every time it 
is called on each record. Record data as well as a wealth of historical financial data 
plus indicators from the security make up the context of the SIM and are conveyed 
into the algorithm as named variables atomic functions could use. Because these vari-
ables are commonly named, the trading system is able to run the same unmodified 
version of an algorithm against a whole population of securities. Algorithms are de-
fined by one or more sequences of atomic function called Lines onto a well-defined 
hierarchy. This structure makes algorithms to be grasped in graphical form, like 
shown in Figure 1. As the example suggests it is possible for one sequence (line 
MAIN) to fork itself into two or more children called branches (lines A, B) which 
themselves are also sequences of atomic functions that can potentially fork off too 
into even more branches (lines A1, A2) with no limitations, however all branches 
must at some point collapse into the parent line into a so-called junction point (F4).  

 
Fig. 1. An example of an algorithm and its atomic function arrangement 

Machine Learning Functions. Some atomic functions in this architecture can be 
replaced by learning functions. Of particularly interest will be the use of (deep) neural 
networks wrapped into a new kind of functions that would seamlessly interplay with 
the rule-based functions of [1]. It is expected that such hybrid system would optimize 
the algorithms and the trading system with observed financial data when compared to 
a strict rule-based approach. Also, the usage of non-supervised functions as Ubiqui-
tous Hierarchical Self-Organizing Maps [2], opens the possibility of inspecting atomic 
function behavior and of modeling a global state of the system. 
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